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Abstract 

This paper presents a thermo-economic optimisation of an electrified district heating network 

consisting of wind power plant, gas-fired combined heat and power plant and heat pumps. The load 

flow problem of the resulting multi-energy system is formulated by considering all physical and 

operating parameters in both of the electricity and heat distribution networks. First, energy and exergy 

analyses are applied to identify and isolate lossy branches of a meshed heating network. This is 

followed by the optimal placement of heat pumps. Finally, supply and return temperatures are 

optimised. Particle Swarm Optimisation technique is implemented in order to find the best place of 

heat pumps, their economical dispatch and optimal temperature profile of the district heating network. 

Results show that up to 59.12% of the distribution heat loss and 9.37% of the operating cost can be 

saved by following a step-by-step methodology discussed in this paper.  

Key Words: Combined heat and power (CHP) plants, District heating network (DHN), Electrified 

district heating network, Energy hubs, Exergy, Heat pumps, Lossy branch identification, Multi-

energy systems, Optimal placement, Particle swarm optimisation, Thermo-economic optimisation. 

1. Introduction  

As the global warming effects are pressing more from time to time, decarbonisation of the energy 

sector through the integration of renewable energy sources became to be a sustainable alternative. 

Heating and cooling sector is getting more attention recently in that regard. More than half of the 

energy consumption in European Union (EU) is used for heating and cooling purposes (European 

Commission, 2015). Only 19.5% of this demand is covered by renewables in 2017 though countries 

like Sweden attained 69.1% (Eurostat, 2018). The experience of Sweden and Finland shows that 

combined heat and power (CHP) plants and heat pumps (HPs) are key technologies in order to 

decarbonise the heating and cooling sector (Kontu et al., 2019; Levihn, 2017; Werner, 2017). HPs are 

also found to be the best technologies in decarbonising large cities’ heating system in China for a 

year 2030 (Zhang et al., 2019). CHPs and HPs are also mentioned as key technologies to enable the 

4th generation district heating integration (Lund et al., 2014).  

Integration of renewables and co-generation plants alone does not result into an efficient district 

heating network (DHN). Their dispatch should be optimised in order to minimize distribution losses 

and the overall operational cost of a given DHN. The temperature levels and the mass flows determine 

the amount of heat injected into the network from the sources, the distribution loss and the amount of 

heat consumed at the consumers (Frederiksen and Werner, 2013). For a given heat demand, a higher 

source temperature results in a higher temperature difference with respect to the surrounding 

environment. It also means a lower mass flow rate with longer residence time inside pipes. This 

results in a higher distribution loss, but a lower pumping energy requirement (Bergman et al., 2011).  

From exergy point of view, a higher temperature means a higher quality of heat (Bejan et al., 1996). 

On the other hand, district heating networks are designed mainly to harness low-grade heat from 

cheap sources (characterized by lower temperature) and distribute it to the end users (Frederiksen and 

Werner, 2013).  Hence, operating these networks at lower temperature makes them more effective 

from the source temperature level point of view. As a lower supply temperature means a higher mass 

flow rate and, as a result, a shorter residence time in the pipe, it decreases the heat that could be lost 

in the network. However, higher mass flows in the pipes need higher pumping energy for circulation. 

The circulating pumps use electricity which is regarded as a very high quality, also referred to as a 

pure exergy (Bejan et al., 1996; Dincer and Rosen, 2013). The trade-off between temperature levels, 

distribution loss and the pumping energy, therefore, needs to be optimised.  

Exergy analysis, which considers both quantity and quality of energy, can be used to optimize thermal 

systems (Dincer and Rosen, 2013). Meshed DHNs are one of such systems where exergy analysis 
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can be applied to identify lossy branches and nodes. Many literatures focused on the exergy analysis 

of the heat source power plants such as waste-based multi-generation plant (Ratlamwala et al., 2019), 

combined heating, cooling and power plants (Wang et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2016), steam power plants 

(Tontu et al., 2018), gas-fired combi boiler (Caliskan, 2014) and biomass boiler (Compton et al., 

2018). Exergy destruction analysis in a waste recovery heat exchangers is reported in (Wang and Wu, 

2017). Exergy analysis of heat pumps is discussed in (Dincer and Rosen, 2013) and (Bilgen and 

Takahashi, 2002).  

On the other hand, there are only limited exergy related researches conducted on heat distribution 

networks. (Curti et al., 2000) used exergy analysis to optimize emissions from a district heating 

system. Only the emissions from the power plants are considered in their study. The exergy 

destruction in the distribution networks are not taken into account. 

Terehovics et al., (2017) applied exergy factor to identify the most influential component of a district 

heating network. Their results show that the exergy factor increases with the supply temperature . Li 

and Svendsen (2012) used both energy and exergy analysis to study the performance of low 

temperature district heating networks in comparison to medium and high temperature district heating 

networks. They found that low temperature district heating networks have lower exergy and energy 

losses.  

Coss et al. (2017), on the other hand, used unit exergy cost of each node in a radial heat distribution 

network to assess their performance. Only supply pipe networks are considered in their analysis. The 

exergy loss on the return pipe network and the exergy requirement due to circulation pumps are not 

dealt in detail.  

A thermodynamic analysis of a geothermal district heating system showed that a correlation exists 

between capital cost of the plants and the associated exergy loss (Ozgener et al., 2005). Similar study 

is presented in (Coskun et al., 2010) with additional energy and exergy renewability factors. Pompei 

et al., (2019) applied combination of energy and exergy analysis to evaluate the performance of a 

solar-assisted DHN. However, the exergy destruction in the distribution network, both on the supply 

and return sides of the DHN, are not well addressed in all the papers. Neither topology optimisation 

is considered. 

Once the critical and lossy components are identified using energy/exergy analysis, it is usually 

followed by optimisation of operational parameters. Both mathematical and heuristic/metaheuristic 

approaches of optimizing energy systems are reported in literature. The level of optimisation can be 

categorized into two: those at feasibility level and those at operational level. For example, HOMER 

(HOMER Energy, n.d.)  and RETScreen (Natural Resources Canada, 2010) can be used for size 

optimisation of hybrid energy systems at feasibility level. The details of network topology and 

operational parameters are not considered in such tools. Because of that the results may become 

technically infeasible. On the other hand, tools like PowerWorld  (PowerWorld, n.d.), consider 

operational network parameters to solve the economical dispatch and optimal power flow of electrical 

power systems. TRNSYS is used for thermo-economic optimisation of solar district heating plants 

(Tian et al., 2018) and secondary distribution network of a low temperature DHN (Park et al., 2017). 

There are no tools, however, that can handle both electricity and heating networks’ operational 

parameters simultaneously (Beuzekom et al., 2015).   

Analysing and optimizing multi-energy systems mathematically will be cumbersome, if not 

impossible. Thanks to the computational power of computers, metaheuristic optimisation techniques 

are getting wider acceptance as they are more suitable to handle highly nonlinear objective functions 

and constraints when compared to the conventional deterministic approaches. Varieties of 

optimisation techniques that are used in the energy field include: Genetic Algorithm (Nemati et al., 

2018; Subbaraj et al., 2009), Teaching Learning Based Algorithms (Niknam et al., 2013; Shabanpour-
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Haghighi et al., 2014), Honey Bee Mating Algorithms (Niknam et al., 2011), Mixed Integer Linear 

Programming  (Mazairac et al., 2015; Nemati et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018), and Particle Swarm 

Optimisations (Aote et al., 2016; Attous and Labbi, 2009; Ayele et al., 2019; Hazra and Sinha, 2011; 

Juneja and Nagar, 2016).  

Two main gaps are identified that are not well addressed in the literatures discussed above: 

 Exergy analysis applied on DHN mainly focussed on the power plants and/or substations. The 

exergy destruction due to temperature and pressure variations across the pipes of the DHN, 

both on the supply and return sides, are not properly dealt.  

 Thermo-economic optimisation of DHNs consisting of coupling devices, such as HPs, did not 

take the electricity distribution losses into account. Optimal placement and sizing of heat 

sources is not considered either.  

This paper aims at filling the above-mentioned gaps by following a step-by-step approach. An 

extended energy hub approach is used to formulate and solve the steady state load flow problems for 

both heating and electricity networks simultaneously. The details of the load flow solution, such as 

temperature, mass flow rate and hydraulic heads on both supply and return pipe networks of the DHN, 

are used to calculate exergy efficiencies of all branches and nodes in the DHN. By then, the lossy 

branches are isolated to get optimised DHN topology. Once the network topology is optimised, the 

best locations for HPs are determined using a nested Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) algorithm. 

This is followed by a thermo-economic optimisation in which temperature levels, cost of pumping 

energy, cost of electricity, cost of heat, capacity limits in both electricity and heating networks and 

sizes of HPs are duly considered.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The methodology is discussed in Section 2. The case 

study selected to demonstrate the proposed methodology is described in Section 3.  Section 4 presents 

the results and discussions while Section 5 concludes the main findings of the paper.  

2. Methodology 

2.1. A step-by-step approach 

A step-by-step approach, as shown in Fig. 1, enables us to explore and compare the added values of 

each step, instead of putting all of them into a single optimisation problem. It starts by formulating 

all the mathematical equations that describe the electricity and heat power flows and combining them 

into a single load flow problem (step 1 in Fig. 1). To make sure that the energy and mass balances 

governing both networks are guaranteed, the load flow problem needs always to converge into a 

feasible solution.  

An integrated optimal power flow is run in order to determine the economical dispatch of the CHP, 

wind plant and HPs without violating network constraints (step 2 in Fig. 1). As DHNs are designed 

and installed by taking a margin for reliability and future expansions, it is not uncommon to find 

meshed DHN topologies with pipes running below their capacity. In that case, isolating non-critical 

branches could reduce distribution losses. Both of energy and exergy analyses are employed to 

identify the lossy branches iteratively (steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Fig. 1).  

The operation of the DHN can be further improved by optimally placing and sizing movable heat 

sources, such as heat pumps (step 6 in Fig. 1). This is followed by consideration of thermo-economic 

optimisation in which the temperature profile of heat sources and the return temperature of substations 

on the primary side are considered to further reduce the operational cost of the DHN (steps 7 and 8 

in Fig. 1). The details of the mathematical equations describing the system model and the optimisation 

algorithm are discussed in the following sections. 
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Fig. 1. A step-by-step approach for operational optimisation of a DHN. 

2.2. System model 

An extended energy hub approach, the details of which can be found in (Ayele et al., 2018a), is used 

in this paper to model the interaction between different energy carriers including various energy 

conversion technologies. Figure 2 shows the three parts of a general multi-energy system (MES): the 

energy hub, the point of interconnection and the energy network. Local demands, local generations 

and coupling devices are altogether represented by the energy hub while the point of interconnection 

acts as an interface between the energy hub and the remaining part of the network. Coupled electricity 

and heating networks are considered in this paper.  

 
Fig. 2. An extended energy hub representation of a general MES (with permission from (Ayele et 

al., 2018a)). 
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2.2.1. Model for the electricity network 

For each hub k, the per unit active (Pel) and reactive (Qel) power injections, which are given by (1a) 

and (1b), defines the electrical sub-model (Ayele et al., 2018a). These equations are used to determine 

the electrical network parameters such as voltage magnitude, voltage angle, active and reactive power 

flows and losses in the electricity network. 

𝑃𝑒𝑙(𝑘) = ∑ |𝑉𝑘|
𝑁
𝑗=1 |𝑉𝑗|(𝐺𝑘𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑘𝑗 + 𝐵𝑘𝑗𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑘𝑗)    (1a) 

𝑄𝑒𝑙(𝑘) = ∑ |𝑉𝑘|
𝑁
𝑗=1 |𝑉𝑗|(𝐺𝑘𝑗𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑘𝑗 − 𝐵𝑘𝑗𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑘𝑗)    (1b) 

where 𝜃𝑘𝑗 is a voltage angle difference between bus k and bus j; 𝐺𝑖𝑗 + 𝑗𝐵𝑖𝑗 = 𝑌𝑖𝑗 is an element of the 

network admittance matrix, |𝑉𝑘| denotes a voltage magnitude at bus k and N is the number of buses. 

2.2.2. Model for the DHN 

The steady state thermo-hydraulic model of a district heating network is defined by (2) – (6) (Ayele 

et al., 2018a). These equations are used to determine the heating network parameters, such as 

temperature, mass flow rate, heat power flows and hydraulic heads.  Equation (2) gives the heat power 

injection (Ph) into the network from hub k.  

𝑃ℎ(𝑘) = 𝐶𝑝�̇�𝑘(𝑇𝑠𝑘 − 𝑇𝑟𝑘)      (2)  

where �̇�𝑘 is the nodal mass flow rate flowing from hub k into the supply pipe network of the DHN; 

𝑇𝑠𝑘 and 𝑇𝑟𝑘 are the supply and return temperatures at hub k, respectively. 𝐶𝑝 is the specific heat 

capacity of water.  

The nodal mass flow (�̇�𝑘) at each hub is subject to the continuity of flow equation given by (3) which 

takes all pipe flows connected to the hub. The pipe flows are further related to the hydraulic heads 

using pressure drop equations, as defined in (4). 

∑ (all mass flows into the node)𝑘 = ∑ (all mass flows out of the node)𝑘       (3) 

𝐻𝑗 − 𝐻𝑖 = 𝐾𝑖𝑗�̇�𝑗𝑖|�̇�𝑗𝑖|       (4) 

where 𝐻𝑖  and 𝐻𝑗 are hydraulic heads at nodes i and j; �̇�𝑗𝑖 is pipe mass flow from node j to node i and 

𝐾𝑖𝑗 is the corresponding pressure resistance coefficient.  

Equation (5) describes the energy balance of mixing water at a given node while (6) represent the 

temperature drop across a pipe. 

∑(𝑇𝑗−𝑖𝑛�̇�𝑗−𝑖𝑛) = 𝑇𝑗−𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∑(�̇�𝑗−𝑜𝑢𝑡)     (5)  

𝑇𝑤_𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑇𝑜 = (𝑇𝑤_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑇𝑜)𝑒
−(

2𝜋𝑍𝐿𝑈

𝐶𝑝�̇�
)
     (6a) 

𝑈 = (
𝑅4

𝑅1ℎ𝑤
+

𝑅4

𝑘2
𝑙𝑛 |

𝑅2

𝑅1
| +

𝑅4

𝑘3
𝑙𝑛 |

𝑅3

𝑅2
| +

𝑅4

𝑘4
𝑙𝑛 |

𝑅4

𝑅3
|)

−1

    (6b)  

Terms (�̇�𝑗−𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑗−𝑖𝑛) in (5) denote the incoming mass flow rates and water temperatures at a given 

node j, respectively while terms (�̇�𝑗−𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝑇𝑗−𝑜𝑢𝑡) represent the corresponding values for the outgoing 

mass flow rates. 𝑇𝑤_𝑒𝑛𝑑 and 𝑇𝑤_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡   are outlet and inlet water temperatures, respectively. 𝑇𝑜 is the 

soil temperature at the surface of the pipe; U is the overall heat transfer coefficient; 𝑅1, 𝑅2, 𝑅3and 

 𝑅4 are the inner radius of carrier pipe, outer radius of the carrier pipe, outer radius of an insulation 

layer and outer radius of an outer jacket, respectively; ℎ𝑤, 𝑘2, 𝑘3 and 𝑘4 represent the convective 

coefficient of water, thermal conductivity of carrier pipe, thermal conductivity of the insulating 

material and thermal conductivity of the outer jacket. 
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2.2.3. Coupling equations 

In addition to the above equations, which govern the network part of the energy system, there are 

additional equations that define the conversion between different energy carriers at each hub. These 

equations, as shown in (7a), relates the demands, generations, injections into the network and 

conversion between different energy carriers at a given hub (Ayele et al., 2018a). 

[

𝐿𝑃𝑒𝑙(𝑘)

𝐿𝑄𝑒𝑙(𝑘)

𝐿ℎ(𝑘)

] = [

𝐶𝑘−𝑒𝑝(𝑒𝑝) 𝐶𝑘−𝑒𝑝(𝑒𝑞) 𝐶𝑘−𝑒𝑝(ℎ) 𝐶𝑘−𝑒𝑝(𝑓)

𝐶𝑘−𝑒𝑞(𝑒𝑝) 𝐶𝑘−𝑒𝑞(𝑒𝑞) 𝐶𝑘−𝑒𝑞(ℎ) 𝐶𝑘−𝑒𝑝(𝑓)

𝐶𝑘−ℎ(𝑒𝑝) 𝐶𝑘−ℎ(𝑒𝑞) 𝐶𝑘−ℎ(ℎ) 𝐶𝑘−𝑒𝑝(𝑓)

]

[
 
 
 
 
𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑔(𝑘) − 𝑃𝑒𝑙(𝑘)

𝑄𝑒𝑙𝑔(𝑘) − 𝑄𝑒𝑙(𝑘)

𝑃ℎ𝑔(𝑘) − 𝑃ℎ(𝑘)

𝑃𝑓𝑔(𝑘) ]
 
 
 
 

  (7a) 

where 𝐿𝑃𝑒𝑙(𝑘), 𝐿𝑄𝑒𝑙(𝑘) and 𝐿h(𝑘) are the active electricity, reactive electricity and heat demands at hub 

k; 𝐶𝑘−𝛿(𝛾) represent a coupling coefficient at hub k relating generation type 𝛾 with load type 𝛿. 

Subscripts ep, eq and h indicate active electric, reactive electric and heat carriers, respectively. 

𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑔(𝑘), 𝑄𝑒𝑙𝑔(𝑘),  𝑃ℎ𝑔(𝑘) and 𝑃𝑓𝑔(𝑘) are active electricity, reactive electricity, heat and fuel powers 

locally generated at hub k.  

Specifically, the coupling equations for an energy hub consisting of a CHP and an HP, both running 

at unity power factor can be adapted from (Ayele et al., 2019, 2018b) as shown in (7b).  

[

𝐿𝑒𝑝 + 𝑃𝑒𝑝−𝐻𝑃

𝐿𝑒𝑞

𝐿ℎ − 𝑃𝑒𝑝−𝐻𝑃 ∗ 𝐶𝑂𝑃
] = [

1 0 0 𝜂𝑒𝑙

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 𝜂𝑡ℎ

]

[
 
 
 
 
𝑃𝑒𝑝𝑔 − 𝑃𝑒𝑝

𝑃𝑒𝑞𝑔 − 𝑃𝑒𝑞

𝑃ℎ𝑔 − 𝑃ℎ

𝑃𝑓𝑔 ]
 
 
 
 

   (7b)  

where 𝑃𝑒𝑝−𝐻𝑃 denotes the electricity consumption of the heat pump; COP stands for coefficient of 

performance of the HP, 𝜂𝑒𝑙 and 𝜂𝑡ℎ are the electrical and thermal efficiencies of the CHP plant. If any 

of the HP or CHP or both are missing in a given energy hub, equation (7b) is modified by setting the 

corresponding terms to zero. 

2.3. Exergy analysis 

Equations (1) - (7), mentioned above, are solved using Newton-Raphson iterative method giving the 

load flow solution that describes the operating conditions of both the DHN and the electricity 

network. The load flow solution is then used to calculate exergy flows in the DHN.  

The exergy streams involved in the DHN are the water flows at different temperature and pressure. 

These physical exergies are computed using (8a) while exergy balance for a branch or a node are 

governed by equation (8b) (Bejan et al., 1996; Dincer and Rosen, 2013).  

𝐵𝑝ℎ = �̇� {𝐶𝑝 (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑜 − 𝑇𝑜𝑙𝑛
𝑇

𝑇𝑜
) +

𝑃−𝑃𝑜

𝜌
}     (8a)  

𝐸𝑖𝑛 = 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑑       (8b)  

where 𝐵𝑝ℎ is the physical exergy of a mass flow �̇� at temperature T and pressure P with respect to 

the restricted dead state reference of temperature To and pressure Po. 𝜌 is density of water. 𝐸𝑖𝑛 is the 

total exergy flowing into a pipe/node while 𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the total exergy flowing out of a pipe/node. 

𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑑 is the amount of exergy destroyed in a pipe/node. 

Circulation pumps are used to circulate the water in the DHN. Their electricity consumption is the 

sum of two parts: the first is due to the pressure drop across each pipe (We(branch)) and the second is 
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due to the minimum hydraulic head gap required between the supply and return sides at each of the 

consumer substations (We(consumer)). Both of them are considered to be pure exergy flows.  

For a given branch, there will be the same mass flow on both supply and return pipes. It implies that 

the circulation pumps on the return and supply pipes consume the same amount of electricity. Hence, 

the electricity consumed by the branch, We(branch) in Watt, to compensate the pressure drop on both 

supply and return sides can be computed using (9a) (Ayele et al., 2019). 

𝑊𝑒(𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ) = (1 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐) ∗ 2 (
𝑔∗|∆𝐻𝑖𝑗∗�̇�𝑖𝑗|

𝜂
)

𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒

    (9a) 

where 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration (9.81m/s2); ∆Hij is the frictional head loss on a straight pipe 

connecting nodes i and j; |�̇�𝑖𝑗| is magnitude of the mass flow through the pipe and η is efficiency of 

the circulation pump (it is assumed to be 80% in this study). The 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐 is a fraction to take the local 

pressure losses due to valves and junctions into account while the factor 2 is due to equal pressure 

drop on both supply and return pipes.  

On the other hand, the additional electricity required by the circulation pumps in order to guarantee 

sufficient hydraulic head at each of the heat consuming substations is computed using (9b) (Ayele et 

al., 2019).  

𝑊𝑒(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟) = (
𝑔∗∆𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛

𝜂
|�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛|)

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟
    (9b)  

where ∆𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛 is the hydraulic head difference at the consumer substation in meter while |�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛| is the 

magnitude of mass flow rate on the primary side of the substation. In this study, the values of 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑐 

and ∆𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑛 are assumed to be 0.3 and 5.1m (≈ 50𝑘𝑃𝑎), respectively (Wang et al., 2017). 

2.4. Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) 

First developed by (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995), PSO is an optimisation algorithm which tries to 

find the global best value in analogy to the way a flock of birds scatter and regroup. The whole group 

is referred to as a swarm and its individual members are called particles. If there are M variables of 

optimisation, then each particle in the swarm defines a point in M-dimensional space, usually referred 

to as position of the particle. In each iteration, all the particles try to adjust their position by taking 

their own past experience and the social knowledge into account. Randomness is also included in the 

algorithm to minimize the possibility of being trapped by a local optimum. The position of particle i 

with M number of optimisation variables is defined as shown in (10a). 

𝑥𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖1, 𝑥𝑖2, … , 𝑥𝑖𝑀)      (10a) 

The new direction and speed of the particle (𝑣𝑖−𝑛𝑒𝑤) is updated using (10b) which is then added to 

the older position to determine the new position of the particle (𝑥𝑖−𝑛𝑒𝑤) as shown in (10c). 

𝑣𝑖−𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝜔𝑣𝑖𝑜 + 𝑐1𝑟1(𝑥𝑖−𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖) + 𝑐2𝑟2(𝑥𝑔−𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖)                       (10b)  

𝑥𝑖−𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑣𝑖−𝑛𝑒𝑤      (10c) 

where 𝜔 is the inertia/damping factor; 𝑣𝑖𝑜 is the current velocity of particle i; 𝑐1 is a self-accelerating 

(exploration) factor; 𝑐2 is a global accelerating (exploiting) factor; 𝑥𝑖 is the current position of particle 

i; 𝑥𝑖−𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the best position of the particle in the past; and 𝑥𝑔−𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the global best position achieved 

by the swarm in the past. 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are random numbers varying between 0 and 1. 
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Ullmann et al., (2017) suggested fixed values of personal and global acceleration factors (𝑐1 = 𝑐2 =
1.494) while (Aote et al., 2016) argued that better results can be found using a step by step variation 

in the following order: 𝑐1decreasing from 2.5 to 0.5 and 𝑐2 increasing from 0.5 to 2.5. The logic 

behind such variation is to explore locally in the first iterations and then fine-tune the global best 

towards the last iterations. Both approaches are tested for the problem at hand and the latter is found 

to give faster convergence. The value of 𝜔 is also made to vary from 0.9 to 0.4 (Aote et al., 2016). 

The values of maximum iteration and the number of particles to be considered highly depend on the 

type of problem and its number of decision variables.  

The objective function of the optimisation problem considered in this paper is minimization of the 

operating cost of the district heating network, as given by (11).  

𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝐶𝑃ℎ𝑔 + 𝐶𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑔 + 𝐶𝑃ℎ−𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 + 𝐶𝑃𝑒𝑙−𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 + 𝐶𝑊𝑒}   (11) 

where CPhg, CPelg, CPh-imported, and CPel-imported are costs of the generated heat, generated electricity, 

imported heat and imported electricity, respectively while CWe is the cost of electricity used by 

circulation pumps.  

There are both equality and inequality constraints that should not be violated while achieving the 

objective function. All the equations (1) – (7) discussed Section 2.2 are taken as equality constraints 

while equations (12a) - (12e) define the main inequality constraints of the bus voltage limits, the 

maximum transmission line ampacity, the maximum allowed mass flow rate in each pipe, the limit 

on the supply temperature of heat source hubs and the allowed return temperature at heat consuming 

hubs, respectively. The temperature limits depend on the characteristics of heat sources, the 

temperature levels required at the secondary side of heat consumers and the regulations of the 

governing municipality, such as Legeionellosis issues (Frederiksen and Werner, 2013). 

𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ |𝑉𝑘(𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡)| ≤ 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥     (12a) 

0 ≤ |𝐼𝑖𝑗(𝑟𝑚𝑠)| ≤ 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥                           (12b) 

0 ≤ |�̇�𝑖𝑗| ≤ �̇�𝑚𝑎𝑥      (12c) 

𝑇𝑠(𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖) ≤ 𝑇𝑠(𝑘) ≤ 𝑇𝑠(𝑚𝑎𝑥), for �̇�𝑘 ≫ 0                         (12d) 

𝑇𝑟(𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖) ≤ 𝑇𝑟(𝑘) ≤ 𝑇𝑟(𝑚𝑎𝑥), for �̇�𝑘 ≪ 0     (12e) 

3. Case study 

3.1. Base case network topology 

A hypothetical DHN that has six nodes and three loops, shown in Fig 3, is considered as a case study. 

The solid red lines with arrows represent the supply pipe network while the dotted lines with arrows 

represent the return pipe network of the DHN. The arrows indicate the positive direction of mass 

flows. The black solid lines without arrows represent the electric distribution network. Each hexagon 

represents an energy hub while the grey circles represent nodes/buses at which the corresponding 

hubs interact with the network. Hub1 is considered as a slack hub.  An import/export of power from/to 

the neighbourhood is indicated by a positive/negative production of heat and electricity at this hub. 
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Fig. 3 A hypothetical electrified district heating network. 

As it can be seen from Fig. 3, though the DHN is meshed, the electricity distribution network is kept 

to be radial, as the focus is on the DHN. The electrical distribution network is considered only for 

delivering the electricity required by the DHN. No electrical load is considered at each hub, except 

for the consumption of the HPs. By doing so, the electricity lost in the network, only for electrifying 

the DHN, can be computed and taken into account in the optimisation.  

The heat demands at each hub are summarised in Table 1. To supply these demands, a gas-fired CHP 

and a wind power plant are assumed to be permanently connected at Hub 3 and Hub 5, respectively. 

In addition, two HPs are used as means of electrifying the DHN on top of the CHP. The scope of this 

paper is limited to the operational optimisation. Hence, the distribution network and all the 

technologies are assumed existing and operational. 

Table 1. Heat demand at different hubs. 

Hubs 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Heat demand (kW) 0 500 200 1000 200 500 

 

3.2. Assumptions 

All the DHN pipes are assumed to be DN50 type with standard insulation, and their parameters are 

taken from (Isoplus, n.d.). In order to avoid noise and wearing in the pipes, a maximum flow speed 

of 3.5 m/s is adopted (Wang et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2016) which corresponds to a maximum flow 

rate of 7.85 kg/s for a DN50 pipe. The electricity network is assumed to consist of balanced 4.16 kV 

three phase ACSR Waxwing conductors with maximum allowed line current of 480 A (Glover et al., 

2012). The allowed nodal voltage range is between 0.95 and 1.05 per-unit. The details of the pipe and 

insulation parameters together with the resistance and reactance of the electrical transmission lines 

are presented in Table A.1, Appendix A.  

The water in the DHN pipes is incompressible with constant density (982.6 kg/m3), specific heat 

capacity (4.185 kJ/kgK), viscosity (485µNS/m2) and conductivity (0.6516 W/mk). The restricted 

dead state references are taken at a temperature of 268.15 K, which is equal to the presumed soil 

temperature at the surface of the DHN pipe (-5 oC), and a pressure of 105 Pa.  
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The CHP plant has 1000 kW of gas intake capacity with typical thermal and electrical efficiency of 

47% and 38%, respectively (Campos Celador et al., 2011). For the given simulation hour, the wind 

power plant has a maximum of 125 kW power output. The two HPs have 125 kW and 380 kW 

electrical ratings both running at a COP of 4.0. Their locations vary depending on the scenarios that 

are discussed in Section 3.3.  

The price of imported electricity and heat from the neighbourhood are 0.22 €/kWh and 0.1 €/kWh, 

respectively. Selling prices of 0.132 €/kWh of electricity and zero for heat are assumed when 

exporting to the neighbourhood. The price of gas used by the CHP plant is 0.07 €/kWh. Operational 

cost of the wind power plant is negligible. 

3.3. Scenarios 

A stepwise procedure is followed to arrive at the best operational strategy of the system. For 

comparison purpose, the procedures are categorised into four scenarios. The electricity network 

topology remains the same in all the scenarios. 

3.3.1. Scenario I - Base case 

This scenario corresponds to step 2 in Fig. 1. The network topology as shown in Fig 3 is considered. 

The 125 kWe and 380 kWe HPs are placed at Hubs 5 and 3, respectively. All sources’ supply 

temperatures are assumed at 85 oC while all the return temperatures from the consumers are set at 40 
oC. Optimal power flow is run using a single PSO (population size of 20 and a maximum iteration of 

100) algorithm.  

3.3.2. Scenario II - Reduced topology 

In this scenario, a lossiest branch is identified and isolated one at a time. The process is repeated until 

all non-critical branches are isolated (steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Fig. 1.). A maximum of three branches 

can be isolated from the three loops shown in Fig 3. The HPs are kept at the same hubs as they were 

in the base case scenario and the optimal power flow is run under the same conditions. First, the 

operating parameters of the DHN (mass flow, pressure head and temperature) that are found from the 

optimal power flow of the base case scenario are used to compute both energy and exergy losses 

across each branch. Accordingly, the 1st lossiest branch is identified and isolated. The optimal power 

flow is then run again to identify and isolate the second lossiest branch. The procedure is repeated to 

identify the third lossiest branch, at the end giving a reduced topology of the DHN. Lastly the optimal 

power flow is computed on the reduced topology. The reduced network topology is further used in 

the consecutive scenarios.   

3.3.3. Scenario III - Optimal placement of HPs 

This scenario corresponds to step 6 in Fig. 1. A nested PSO algorithm is used to find out the optimal 

placement of the two HPs. In a nested PSO algorithm, the details of which is available in (Ayele et 

al., 2019), the outer PSO is dedicated to find the best location of the HPs while the inner PSO solves 

the optimal power flow based on the location of HPs dictated by the outer PSO loop. The outer loop 

of the PSO has a population size of 5 and maximum iteration of 10 while the internal PSO has a 

population size of 20 and a maximum iteration of 100. A reduced network topology is used in this 

scenario while keeping the same other conditions as the previous scenarios.  

3.3.4. Scenario IV - Thermo-economic optimisation 

This scenario deals with the thermo-economic optimisation of the reduced network topology after the 

optimal location of the HPs are determined in Scenario III (steps 7 and 8 in Fig. 1). The supply 

temperature range is taken between 60 oC and 95 oC while a return temperature range is assumed 

between 30 oC and 55 oC. A single PSO (population size of 30 and a maximum iteration of 100) is 

applied to determine not only the economic dispatch but also the optimal temperature profiles at the 

sources and consumer hubs. 
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4. Results and discussions 

4.1. Base case (Scenarios I) 

4.1.1. Energy analysis 

The hub-level load flow results of Scenario I are presented in Table 2. The table shows the local 

electricity generation (Pepg); the consumption of HPs (HP Lep); the heat generated by the HPs (Hp 

Phg); the electricity and heat produced by the CHP (CHP Pepg and CHP Phg); the heat generated 

locally (Phg); the heat demand (Lh); and the nodal mass flow rate (�̇�). It also shows the nodal 

temperatures (Ts and Tr) and hydraulic heads (Hs and Hr) on the supply and return sides of the DHN.  

The total amount of heat demand is 2400 kW. The CHP generated about 470 kW of heat while the 

two HPs produced 2020 kW of heat, which add up to 2490 kW. Although the total heat produced is 

90 kW more than the total heat demand, it is not enough to compensate the losses in the network. 

Hence, additional 46.19 kW of heat is imported from the neighbourhood. On the other hand, the wind 

and the CHP plants produced 125 kW and 380 kW of electricity, respectively. The electricity lost in 

the distribution network is zero because all the electricity is consumed locally by the HPs.  

Table 2: Nodal results of the optimal power flow (base case). 

Hub 
Pepg 

(kW) 

HP Lep 

(kW) 

HP Phg 

(kW) 

CHP Pepg 

(kW) 

CHP Phg 

(kW) 

Phg 

(kW) 

Lh 

(kW) 

�̇� 

(kg/s) 
Ts (oC) Tr (oC) 

Hs 

(m) 
Hr (m) 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 46.19 0.0 2.98 43.40 39.69 30.00 30.00 

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.0 -5.01 63.84 40.00 28.23 31.77 

3 0.00 380.0 1520.0 380.0 470.0 0.00 200.0 9.35 85.00 39.26 50.27 9.73 

4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.0 -6.08 79.32 40.00 25.51 34.49 

5 125.0 125.0 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 200.0 1.52 85.00 37.81 28.24 31.76 

6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.0 -2.76 83.26 40.00 27.46 32.54 

 

Table 3, on the other hand shows the branch level load flow results. The table shows the pipe mass 

flow rate, the inlet and outlet hydraulic heads and temperatures both on the supply and return pipes. 

It can be seen that the highest temperature drops both on the supply and return pipes occurred on the 

branch connecting Hubs 5 and 6. This is associated to the lowest mass flow in the branch resulting in 

a higher residence time and, as a result, causing higher temperature drop. The table also shows the 

net heat delivered, the losses and energy efficiency of each branch. It also shows the corresponding 

pumping energy consumption. The total heat loss in this network (as can be computed from Tables 2 

or 3) is about 136.19kW giving a DHN energy efficiency of 94.33%.  

Table 3: Branch results of the optimal power flow (base case). 
Hubs 

Flow 
(kg/s) 

Supply Pipe Network of DHN Return Pipe Network of DHN Branch i to j 

i j Hi (m) Hj (m) Tsi (oC) Tsj (oC) Hi (m) Hj (m) Tri (oC) Trj (oC) 
We(branc) 

(kW) 

Net heat 

flow (kW) 

Loss 

(kW) 

Energy 

efficiency 

1 2 2.98 30.00 28.23 43.40 43.35 30.00 31.77 39.69 39.74 0.169 45.04 1.16 97.14% 

2 3 -3.04 28.23 50.27 83.95 85.00 31.77 9.73 39.74 39.22 2.134 561.74 19.95 96.22% 

2 4 1.00 28.23 25.51 63.84 61.44 31.77 34.49 38.43 40.00 0.087 90.13 16.65 84.34% 

3 4 3.23 50.27 25.51 85.00 84.01 9.73 34.49 39.51 40.00 2.547 594.06 20.00 96.34% 

3 6 3.09 50.27 27.46 85.00 83.97 9.73 32.54 39.05 39.56 2.248 574.32 19.93 96.28% 

4 5 -1.01 25.51 28.24 81.88 85.00 34.49 31.76 40.00 38.44 0.088 176.66 19.75 89.90% 

4 6 -0.84 25.51 27.46 79.60 83.26 34.49 32.54 40.00 38.13 0.052 139.14 19.42 87.72% 

5 6 0.51 28.24 27.46 85.00 78.95 31.76 32.54 36.57 39.56 0.013 84.24 19.35 81.31% 

 

4.1.2. Exergy analysis 

The values of heating network parameters shown in Table 2 and Table 3 are used to compute the 

exergy flows in both supply and return pipes of the DHN. These values are in turn used to determine 

the exergy loss across each branch and at each node.  
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Each node represented by the grey circle in Fig 3 has two physically separated thermal nodes: one on 

the supply side and the other on the return side of the DHN. Any heat flow from/to external 

environment is also treated as two separate flows, i.e. one on the supply side and the other on the 

return side with opposite direction of flow. A complete mixing of water is assumed at all nodes. The 

exergy destruction at each node, due to the irreversibility of mixing of water at different temperature, 

is calculated by taking all the input and output exergy flows both on the supply and return nodes.  

The nodal exergy efficiencies, considering both supply and return nodes, are shown in Table 4. The 

external input refers to the positive/negative exergy flow from/to the hub to/from the corresponding 

node. The total input, on the other hand, is the sum of all positive exergy flows into the node while 

the total output refers to the sum of positive exergy flows leaving the node. Additional exergy input 

due to the pumping energy requirement at the substation connecting the supply and return side nodes 

is indicated by We(consumer). The nodal exergy destruction is not significant as it is indicated by 

efficiencies that are close to 100% in Table 4. Because of the lower temperature level, the exergy 

destructions on the return side nodes are relatively lower than the corresponding values of the supply 

side nodes. Node 2 has the lowest nodal exergy efficiency (95.66%) due to the mixing of flows at 

different temperatures on the supply side. On the other hand, nodes 1 and 3 are at 100% efficiency 

because of having a single mass flow passing through the node.  

Table 4: Exergy flow to/from the environment and exergy efficiency at each node (base case). 
Exergy on supply side nodes (kW) Exergy on return side nodes (kW) We(consumer) 

(kW) 

Nodal exergy 

efficiency Node External input Total input Total output External input Total input Total output 

1 49.29 49.29 49.29 -42.45 42.45 42.45 0.000 100.00% 

2 -159.64 203.87 191.63 72.41 85.99 85.96 0.314 95.66% 

3 488.91 488.91 488.91 -128.93 128.94 128.93 0.000 100.00% 

4 -280.80 282.64 280.80 87.94 87.94 87.94 0.380 99.40% 

5 79.09 79.09 79.09 -19.98 19.99 19.98 0.000 99.99% 

6 -138.75 180.98 180.93 39.91 51.12 51.11 0.173 99.90% 

 

Table 5 shows the exergy flows in each pipe, the losses and the exergy efficiency of each branch. The 

exergy loss calculation for each pipe considers the exergy destruction due to heat loss and pressure 

drop. The exergy loss associated with the pressure drop across each pipe is equivalent to the exergy 

input by the corresponding circulation pump (i.e. We/2, see equation (9a)). The effect of friction on 

increasing the water temperature is neglected in this study. As it can be seen from the table, though 

the exergy losses in the return pipes are lower than the corresponding supply pipes, they are 

comparable and cannot be neglected. 

The total exergy input into the DHN can be calculated by adding all the positive external flows on 

both supply and return sides of all nodes and the exergy inputs of the circulation pumps. This gives a 

total input of 825.76 kW of exergy. Out of this, 40.14 kW is destroyed in the branches and 15.05 kW 

is destroyed in the nodes giving an exergy efficiency of 93.32%. 

Table 5: Exergy of water at the inlet and outlet of branch pipes and associated losses (base case). 
Nodes Exergy of water in the supply pipe (kW) Exergy of water in the return pipe (kW) Branch i to j 

i j 
At 

node i 

At 

node j 
Loss 

Exergy 

efficiency 

At 

node i 

At 

node j 
Loss 

Exergy 

efficiency 

Net exergy 

flow (kW) 

Exergy 

lost (kW) 

Exergy 

efficiency 

1 2 49.29 49.14 0.23 99.54% 42.45 42.58 0.22 99.50% 91.59 0.44 99.52% 

2 3 154.73 158.72 5.06 96.83% 43.37 41.77 2.67 94.00% 196.51 7.72 96.22% 

2 4 31.98 29.93 2.10 93.45% 13.58 14.53 1.00 93.12% 43.50 3.10 93.34% 

3 4 168.62 164.50 5.39 96.82% 44.93 46.67 3.01 93.72% 209.43 8.40 96.14% 

3 6 161.58 157.55 5.15 96.83% 42.23 43.86 2.75 93.88% 199.78 7.90 96.19% 

4 5 49.19 52.48 3.34 93.65% 14.59 13.63 1.00 93.14% 62.81 4.34 93.54% 

4 6 39.03 42.18 3.18 92.47% 12.15 11.21 0.97 92.05% 50.24 4.15 92.37% 

5 6 26.61 23.44 3.18 88.05% 6.36 7.25 0.90 87.64% 29.80 4.08 87.97% 
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4.2. Reduced topology (Scenario II) 

Energy and exergy efficiencies of branches are used to isolate the three lossiest branches step by step. 

4.2.1. Energy analysis 

Referring the results of Table 3, the branch connecting Hubs 5 and 6 is the lossiest branch (81.31% 

efficiency). The next lossiest branches are those between Hubs 2 and 4, and Hubs 4 and 6, 

respectively. However, the 2nd and the 3rd lossiest branches may be different as the optimal power 

flow could result in a different solution once the 1st lossiest branch is isolated. Having this in mind, 

the branch between Hubs 5 and 6 is first isolated and the optimal power flow is repeated with the new 

topology. The results are tabulated in Appendix B, Table B.1 and Table B.2. As it can be seen from 

Table B.2, the next lossiest branch is the one between Hubs 4 and 6, and not the one between Hubs 2 

and 4 (contradicting with the one indicated in Table 3). This confirms the importance of a step-by-

step approach. The optimal power flow is repeated again after removing the branch 4-6. The results 

are presented in Tables B.3 and B.4. In particular, Table B.4 shows that the third lossiest branch is 

the one between Hubs 1 and 2. However, this branch is mandatory to keep all hubs connected and 

cannot be isolated. Therefore, we take the next lossiest branch, which is branch 2-4. The remaining 

branches are critical to keep all nodes connected to the DHN. 

4.2.2. Exergy analysis 

Like the energy analysis, the branch exergy efficiencies of the base case scenario (shown in Table 5) 

are used to identify the 1st lossiest branch. Accordingly, branch 5-6 has the lowest exergy efficiency 

(87.97%) which is in agreement with the energy analysis. The exergy flows in the branches after 

isolating the branch 5-6 are summarised in Table B.5, Appendix B. The results show that the next 

lossiest branch is the one between Hubs 4 and 6. The resulting exergy flows after isolating the branch 

4-6 are summarised in Table B.6. Accordingly, the 3rd lossiest branch is the one between Hubs 2 and 

4. Though the three branches that are isolated at the end are the same in both energy and exergy 

analyses, identifying the lossiest branches using exergy analysis is found to be straightforward.  

4.2.3. Reduced network topology 

Once all the branches 5-6, 4-6 and 2-4 are isolated from the base case topology (Fig 3), the reduced 

(optimised) topology of the DHN looks like as shown in Fig 4. This configuration is found to be 

optimal for the given load and generation conditions.  

 
Fig. 4 The reduced network topology after isolating the lossy branches. 
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An optimal power flow is then run to see how much saving is made in terms of both energy and 

money. The nodal and branch level results are summarised in Table 6 and Table 7. As it can be seen 

from Table 6, the imported heat is zero and there is an excess of electricity exported to the 

neighbourhood at Hub 1. It also shows that running the CHP at full rate is found to be economical 

than running the heat pumps at full rate. From the two HPs, the one installed at Hub 5 is running at 

its full capacity (125 kW) because of the cheap local generation of 125 kW electricity from the wind 

plant. It also avoids the electricity loss that could exist while exporting the excess production from 

Hub 5 to Hub 1.  

Table 6: Nodal results of the optimal power flow (reduced topology). 

Hub 
Pepg 

(kW) 

HP Lep 

(kW) 

HP Phg 

(kW) 

CHP Pepg 

(kW) 

CHP Phg 

(kW) 

Phg 

(kW) 
Lh (kW) �̇� (kg/s) Ts (oC) Tr (oC) Hs (m) Hr (m) 

1 -2.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 10.15 10.15 30.00 30.00 

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 500.0 -2.73 83.83 40.00 30.00 30.00 

3 0.00 377.46 1509.84 380.00 470.0 0.0 200.0 9.34 85.00 39.49 47.92 12.08 

4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 1000.0 -5.45 83.83 40.00 12.30 47.70 

5 125.0 125.00 500.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 200.0 1.56 85.00 38.98 18.49 41.51 

6 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 500.0 -2.73 83.83 40.00 30.00 30.00 

 

Table 7 summarises the branch power flows and associated efficiencies. The total heat loss is reduced 

from 136.19 kW (Scenario I) to 79.86 kW which shows a 41.37% reduction. Though the cost of 

pumping energy increased slightly from 1.805 €/h to 1.88 €/h, the total operating cost has decreased 

from 76.42 €/h to 71.32 €/h. The loss in the electricity distribution network is again negligible 

compared to the demands of the HPs. 

Table 7: Branch results of the optimal power flow (reduced topology). 
Hubs Branch i to j 

i j 
We(branc) 

(kW) 

Net heat 

flow (kW) 

Loss 

(kW) 

Energy 

efficiency 

1 2 0.000 0.00 --- --- 

2 3 1.558 -500.00 19.98 96.16% 

3 4 4.422 719.88 20.02 97.29% 

3 6 1.558 500.00 19.98 96.16% 

4 5 0.307 -280.12 19.88 93.37% 

 

4.3. Optimal placement of HPs (Scenarios III) 

To further reduce the distribution loss, the optimal placement of HPs is determined using the nested 

PSO algorithm presented in (Ayele et al., 2019). It is found that Hub 4 and Hub 6 are the best places 

to install the 380 kWe and the 125 kWe HPs, respectively. The sizing of the HPs and operating 

parameters of the distribution network are summarised in Table 8 and Table 9. The total heat loss is 

now 64.11 kW which shows 52.93% and 19.72% reductions from Scenarios I and II, respectively. In 

comparison to Scenario II (Table 6), the amount of electricity exported has increased by 3.09 kW. As 

the HPs are placed relatively farther from the electricity sources, there is a higher (about 0.85 kW) 

electricity distribution loss. On the other hand, the heat pumps are relatively closer to the heat 

demands when compared to Scenario II. As a result, the pumping cost has decreased from 1.88 €/h 

(Scenario II) to 0.5 €/h. The total operating cost becomes 69.56 €/h which shows 8.98% saving over 

Scenario I. 

Table 8: Nodal results after the optimal placement and sizing of the HPs. 

Hub 
Pepg 

(kW) 

HP Lep 

(kW) 

HP Pepgt 

(kW) 

CHP Pepg 

(kW) 

CHP Phg 

(kW) 

Phg 

(kW) 

Lh 

(kW) 

�̇� 

(kg/s) 

Ts 

(oC) 
Tr (oC) Hs (m) Hr (m) 

1 -5.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 40.00 30.00 30.00 

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 -2.79 82.75 40.00 30.00 30.00 

3 0.00 0.00 0.00 380.00 470.00 0.00 200.00 1.41 85.00 39.23 48.80 11.20 

4 0.00 373.52 1494.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.0 2.53 85.00 38.34 53.85 6.15 

5 125.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 200.00 -1.13 82.22 40.00 50.45 9.55 

6 0.00 125.00 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 -0.01 1.00 1.00 48.80 11.20 
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Table 9: Branch results after optimal placement and sizing of the HPs. 
Hubs Branch i to j 

i j 
We(branch) 

(kW) 

Net heat 

flow (kW) 

Loss 

(kW) 
Energy efficiency 

1 2 0.000 0.00 --- --- 

2 3 1.676 -500.00 19.81 96.19% 

3 4 0.225 -254.57 19.74 92.80% 

3 6 0.000 0.00 --- --- 

4 5 0.123 200.00 19.79 91.00% 

 

4.4. Thermo-economic optimisation (Scenario IV) 

Unlike to the fixed supply and return temperatures applied in the previous scenarios, a thermo-

economic optimisation is done in this scenario by relaxing the supply temperature range between 60 
oC and 95 oC and the return temperature between 30 oC and 55 oC. The nodal and branch optimisation 

results are presented in Table 10 and Table 11.  

Hubs 3 and 4 are sources of heat as they are indicated by positive nodal mass flows in Table 10 while 

Hubs 2 and 5 are consumers. The return temperatures of both Hubs 2 and 5 are at 30 oC which is the 

lower limit. It implies that the lower the return temperature from the consumers the more economical 

the DHN will be.  

The supply temperatures of Hubs 3 and 4 are at 95 oC and 67.76 oC, respectively. Should the cost of 

pumping energy be not significant, both supply temperatures were expected to be equal to the 

minimum limit of 60 oC. However, they are higher than the lower limit and Hub 3 is rather at the 

maximum limit. This shows that decreasing the sources temperatures further leads to not only a 

decrease in distribution loss, but also to an increase in a mass flow rate, which in turn requires a 

higher pumping energy. The optimisation found that the cost of the additional pumping energy is 

more expensive than the cost of heat loss that could be saved by further decreasing the supply 

temperatures. 

Table 10: Nodal results of the thermo-economic optimisation. 

Hub 
Pepg 

(kW) 

HP Lep 

(kW) 

HP Pepg 

(kW) 

CHP Pepg 

(kW) 

CHP Phg 

(kW) 

Phg 

(kW) 
Lh (kW) 

�̇� 

(kg/s) 
Ts (oC) 

Tr 

(oC) 
Hs (m) Hr (m) 

1 -7.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 30.00 30.00 
2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 -2.61 75.85 30.00 30.00 30.00 
3 0.00 0.00 0.00 380.00 470.00 0.00 200.00 0.98 95.00 29.28 46.44 13.56 
4 0.00 371.42 1485.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.00 2.98 67.76 28.78 53.29 6.71 
5 125.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 200.00 -1.33 65.84 30.00 48.67 11.33 
6 0.00 125.00 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 0.00 10.00 10.00 46.44 13.56 

 

Table 11: Branch results of the thermo-economic optimisation. 
Hubs Branch i to j 

i j 
We(branch) 

(kW) 

Net heat 

flow (kW) 

Loss 

(kW) 
Energy efficiency  

1 2 0.000 0.00 0.00 --- 

2 3 1.365 -499.99 17.30 96.66% 

3 4 0.359 -254.07 15.77 94.16% 

3 6 0.000 0.00 0.00 --- 

4 5 0.196 200.00 15.83 92.66% 

 

The total distribution heat loss in Scenario IV is decreased to 55.67 kW, as it can be calculated from 

Table 10 or Table 11. This shows a 13.16% drop from Scenario III and 59.12% reduction from 

Scenario I. In comparison to Scenario III, the cost of pumping decreased slightly from 0.5€/h to 

0.48€/h. The electricity distribution losses also decreased slightly from 0.85 kW to 0.84 kW. The total 
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operating cost in Scenario IV is 69.26 €/h showing a 0.4% decrease from Scenario III and about 

9.37% reduction from Scenario I.  

Figure 5 presents the heat losses (on the left axis) and the operating costs (on the right axis) under 

different scenarios. It shows how much the operating cost and the total heat loss are progressively 

decreased and how much of the total loss is shared by each of the branches. 

 
Fig. 5 Comparison of operating costs and heat losses at different operating scenarios. 

4.5. Computational efforts 

All the simulations are done on MatlabR2017a platform running on a Dell desktop computer with 

Intel Core i5-8400CPU processor (2.80GHz and 2.81GHz) with a 64bit Windows 10 Operating 

system. Each of the simulations are repeated 10 times. Although the results were very close to each 

other, all the discussions are based on the best values obtained. The load flow simulations are 

completed in fractions of seconds. The optimal power flow simulations (Scenarios I and II) took 

between 95 - 187 seconds. The thermo-economic optimisation (Scenario IV) needed 137 – 275 

seconds to finish due to larger population size used in the PSO. The optimal placement of HPs 

(Scenario III), on the other hand, took between 860 – 1040 seconds.  

The simulation time step considered is one hour and all of the simulations were completed in a much 

shorter time. Furthermore, the optimal placement algorithm is supposed to be run only once to find 

best placement for the HPs. In that regard, the time it takes can be ignored. However, these numbers 

are rough figures and vary with the network size and operating condition of the computer. They are 

meant only to give an idea how the simulations can be used in a real time application. It can be said 

that the methodology and algorithms developed in this paper can be run on ordinary desktop computer 

and are suitable for small to medium size district energy system simulations running on hourly bases.   

5. Conclusions 

A step-by-step approach of applying energy and exergy analyses on the distribution pipes and nodes 

of a DHN is presented in this paper together with an optimal placement of coupling technologies such 

as HPs. The network topology optimisation based on branch efficiency showed that both of the energy 

and exergy analyses result in the same reduced network topology. However, the exergy analysis is 

found to be straightforward giving a better clarity in identifying the lossy branches and nodes in the 

DHN. Significant amount of exergy destruction takes place across the branches, rather than at the 

nodes. It has also been found that the contribution of the return pipe network in the exergy loss is not 

negligible, though it is much lower than the supply side pipe networks.  
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After determining the optimal topology of the DHN, optimal placement of HPs is conducted using 

nested PSO technique. The optimisation results show that the location of HPs also has an impact on 

both distribution loss and cost of pumping. The thermo-economic optimisation further revealed that 

lowering the supply temperature does not necessarily result in a lower operational cost. The pumping 

cost may sometimes counter balance the advantages of lower supply temperatures. However, 

lowering the return temperature of the consumers (on the primary side) is found to be always 

economical.  

Compared to the base case scenario, topology reduction resulted a reduction of 41.37% of the 

distribution heat loss while optimal placement of heat pumps and thermo-economic optimisation 

showed 52.93% and 59.12% loss reduction, respectively. Up to 9.37% saving on the total operating 

cost is also achieved. 

The methodology presented in this paper can be extended by considering various technologies in a 

multi energy system. For example, the exergy analysis covered in this study is limited to the 

distribution branches and nodes of the DHN. It can be complemented by considering the exergy 

interaction between different energy carriers inside the energy hubs, such as HPs, CHPs and 

substations. The COP of each HP is also assumed to be constant for partial and full load operation. 

This could be improved by incorporating efficiency curves of HPs. Electricity demands with both 

active and reactive loads together with CHPs and HPs with lagging power factors can also be 

considered to study the capacity of the electricity distribution network. The sensitivity of the optimal 

solutions can also be further investigated by considering a range of prices for different energy carriers, 

such as gas, fuel, electricity and heat. A pseudo-dynamic simulation can also be incorporated by 

considering time series load profiles, thermal storage and wind power generation forecast. 

Optimisation algorithms other than PSO can also be applied for comparative study.  
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Nomenclatures 

  
 B  Susceptance of transmission line 

(S) 

 Bph  Physical exergy (W) 

 𝑐1  Personal acceleration factor 

 𝑐2  Global acceleration factor 

 Cp  Specific heat capacity of water 

(J/kg.K) 

 CHP  Combined heat and power  

 CHP Pepg  Active electrical power 

produced by the CHP (W) 

 CHP Phg  Heat power produced from the 

CHP (W) 

 COP  Coefficient of performance 

 D, D1  Internal diameter of a pipe (m) 

 D3  Outer diameter of insulating 

material(m) 

 DHN  District Heating Network 
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 ∆𝑇  Temperature difference (K) 

 e  Internal surface roughness of a 

pipe (m)  

 H  Hydraulic head (m) 

 HP  Heat pump 

 HP Lep  Electricity consumption of HP 

(W) 

 HP Phg  Heat power produced by the HP 

(W) 

 K  Pressure resistance coefficient 

(m.s2/kg2) 

 L  Length (m) 

 Lh  Heat power demand (W) 

 �̇�  Mass flow rate from a hub (kg/s)  

 �̇�𝑖𝑗  Mass flow rate from node i to j 

(kg/s)  

 MES  Multi-energy system 

 Pel  Active electric power injection 

(W) 

 Pelg  Active electric power generated 

(W) 

 Ph  Heat power injection (W) 

 Phg  Heat power generated (W) 

 P  Pressure of water (Pa) 

 Po  Reference pressure (Pa) 

 PSO  Particle Swarm Optimisation 

 Qel  Reactive power injection (var) 

 Qelg  Reactive power generated (var) 

 R  Resistance of a transmission line 

(Ω) 

 T  Temperature (K) 

 t1  Thickness of carrier pipe (m) 

 t3  Thickness of outer jacket (m) 

 To  Reference temperature (K) 

 V  voltage (V) 

 𝑣𝑖−𝑛𝑒𝑤  new velocity of particle i 

 𝑣𝑖𝑜  current velocity of particle i 

 We  electricity used for circulation 

pumps (W) 

 X  Reactance of a transmission line 

(Ω) 

 𝑥𝑖  current position of particle i 

 𝑥𝑖−𝑛𝑒𝑤  new position of particle i 

 𝑥𝑖−𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡  Best position of particle i 

 𝑥𝑔−𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡   Global best position  

 𝜔  inertia factor 

 Subscripts   

 i, j, k  Hub numbers 

 r  Return pipe of DHN 

 s  Supply pipe of DHN 
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Appendices 

A: Branch parameters 

Table A.1: Pipe and transmission line parameters. 

Hubs Carrier Pipe Parameters Insulation Outer Jacket 
Transmission lines 

from to 
L 

(m) 

D1 + t1 

(mm) 

t1 

(mm) 

k2 

(W/mK) 

e 

(mm) 

k3 

(W/mK) 

D3 

(mm) 

t3 

(mm) 

k4 

(W/mK) 

L 

(km) 

R 

(Ω/km) 

X 

(Ω/km) 

B 

(µS/km) 

1 2 50 60.3 3.2 40 0.05 0.027 125 3.0 0.40 0.05 0.262 0.386 4.31 

2 3 600 60.3 3.2 40 0.05 0.027 125 3.0 0.40 0.60 0.307 0.386 4.31 

2 4 600 60.3 3.2 40 0.05 0.027 125 3.0 0.40 0.60 0.307 0.386 4.31 

3 4 600 60.3 3.2 40 0.05 0.027 125 3.0 0.40 0.60 0.307 0.386 4.31 

3 6 600 60.3 3.2 40 0.05 0.027 125 3.0 0.40 0.60 0.307 0.386 4.31 

4 5 600 60.3 3.2 40 0.05 0.027 125 3.0 0.40 0.60 0.307 0.386 4.31 

4 6 600 60.3 3.2 40 0.05 0.027 125 3.0 0.40 0.60 0.307 0.386 4.31 

5 6 600 60.3 3.2 40 0.05 0.027 125 3.0 0.40 0.60 0.307 0.386 4.31 

 

B. Intermediate results of topology reduction (Scenario II) 

Table B.1: Nodal results of the economic dispatch after isolating the 1st lossy branch. 

Hub 
Pepg 

(kW) 

HP Lep 

(kW) 

HP Phg 

(kW) 

CHP Pepg 

(kW) 

CHP Phg 

(kW) 

Phg 

(kW) 

Lh 

(kW) 

�̇� 

(kg/s) 
Ts (oC) Tr (oC) 

Hs 

(m) 
Hr (m) 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 26.53 0.00 2.88 41.89 39.69 30.00 30.00 

2 0.00 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -5.09 63.48 40.00 28.34 31.66 

3 0.00 200.00 1520.00 380.0 470.0 0.00 380.00 9.35 85.00 39.24 50.44 9.56 

4 0.00 1000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -5.98 79.98 40.00 26.44 33.56 

5 125.0 200.00 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 125.00 1.56 85.00 38.98 32.63 27.37 

6 0.00 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -2.72 83.98 40.00 26.99 33.01 

 

Table B.2: Branch results of the economic dispatch after isolating the 1st lossy branch. 
Hubs Branch i to j 

i j 
We(branch) 

(kW) 

Net heat flow 

(kW) 

Loss 

(kW) 
Energy efficiency 

1 2 0.152 25.39 1.14 95.17% 

2 3 2.141 -562.47 19.95 96.22% 

2 4 0.050 71.33 16.54 81.13% 

3 4 2.427 584.18 20.00 96.30% 

3 6 2.344 583.48 19.92 96.32% 

4 5 0.307 -280.12 19.88 93.28% 

4 6 0.007 -64.36 19.11 77.10% 

 

Table B.3: Nodal results of the economic dispatch after isolating the 2nd lossy branch. 

Hub 
Pepg 

(kW) 

HP Lep 

(kW) 

HP Phg 

(kW) 

CHP Pepg 

(kW) 

CHP Phg 

(kW) 

Phg 

(kW) 

Lh 

(kW) 
�̇� (kg/s) Ts (oC) Tr (oC) Hs (m) Hr (m) 

1 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 7.57 0.0 2.80 40.34 39.69 30.00 30.00 

2 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.0 -5.03 63.75 40.00 28.43 31.57 

3 0.0 380.00 1520.0 380.0 470.0 0.00 200.0 9.38 85.00 39.40 53.38 6.62 

4 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1000.0 -5.98 79.97 40.00 25.71 34.29 

5 125.0 125.00 500.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 200.0 1.56 85.00 38.98 31.90 28.10 

6 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 -2.73 83.83 40.00 35.46 24.54 

 

Table B.4: Branch results of the economic dispatch after isolating the 2nd lossy branch. 
Hubs Branch i to j 

i j 
We(branch) 

(kW) 

Net heat flow 

(kW) 

Loss 

(kW) 
Efficiency 

1 2 0.140 6.46 1.12 83.70% 

2 3 2.576 -599.98 19.96 96.38% 

2 4 0.087 89.79 16.64 84.30% 

3 4 3.015 630.08 20.00 96.48% 
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3 6 1.558 500.00 19.98 95.87% 

4 5 0.307 -280.12 19.88 93.28% 

 

Table B.5: Exergy of water at the inlet and outlet of branch pipes and associated losses after isolating 

the 1st lossy branch. 
Hubs Exergy of pipe on the supply side (kW) Exergy of pipe on the return side (kW) Branch i to j 

i j At node i At node j At node i At node j 
Net exergy 

flow (kW) 
Exergy lost (kW) 

Exergy 

efficiency 

1 2 44.84 44.71 40.97 41.10 85.68 0.41 99.52% 

2 3 154.92 158.92 43.42 41.81 196.74 7.74 96.22% 

2 4 26.10 24.09 11.03 11.97 35.11 3.00 92.12% 

3 4 165.88 161.80 44.18 45.88 205.98 8.21 96.17% 

3 6 163.90 159.85 42.74 44.40 202.59 8.06 96.18% 

4 5 77.78 81.17 22.53 21.49 99.27 4.74 95.44% 

4 6 18.28 21.34 6.05 5.16 23.44 3.97 85.52% 

 

Table B.6: Exergy of water at the inlet and outlet of branch pipes and associated losses after isolating 

the 2nd lossy branch. 
Node Exergy of pipe on the supply side (kW) Exergy of pipe on the return side (kW) Branch i to j 

i j At node i At node j At node i At node j 
Net exergy 

flow (kW) 
Exergy lost (kW) 

Exergy 

efficiency 

1 2 40.92 40.79 39.83 39.95 80.62 0.39 99.52% 

2 3 165.25 169.38 46.25 44.52 209.77 8.44 96.13% 

2 4 31.92 29.86 13.57 14.53 43.44 3.10 93.34% 

3 4 178.72 174.46 47.55 49.43 222.01 9.16 96.04% 

3 6 142.59 138.77 37.74 39.18 176.52 6.80 96.29% 

4 5 77.77 81.16 22.54 21.50 99.27 4.74 95.44% 
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